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jmen a ke správnému použití pomocných srovnávacích prostředků.

1/ CHOOSE THE CORRECT OPTION

1/ It's better ____ I thought.
as

then

than

like

2/ She is _____ in the class.
the best

best

better than

as good as

3/ It was ______ expensive hotel I've ever been to.
More

the more

most

the most

4/ The train is ____ buses.
more expensive

most expensive

the most expensive

more expensive than

bigger than

biger as

dirtier

dirtyer

more quick

most quick

difficulter

the difficultest

5/ China is _____ Italy.
biger than

bigger as

6/ This is the ______ kitchen I've ever seen.
Dirtiest

dirtiest

7/ The plane would be _____ than the train.
more quickly

quicker

8/ It was ____ test I have ever done.
the most hard

the hardest

9/ The red jacket is ________ the blue jacket.
expensiver than

more expensive than

the most expensive

10/ My drink is ________ of all the drinks.
colder than

the coldest

the most cold

2/ COMPLETE THE SENTENCES USING THE ADJECTIVE IN BRACKETS. YOU MAY NEED TO
ADD OTHER WORD(S).
1 She is (heavy)___________________ her father.
2 The Amazon river is long, but the Nile’s (long) ______________________________
3 I’m one of (talented) ________________________________ writers in the world.
4 Marc is (tall) ________________________________ Lucy.
5 My exam results are (bad) ___________________________ than last year.
6 Wow! This is (spicy) ____________________________ meal I’ve ever eaten.
7 He’s (young) ____________________________ student at our school.
8 A tea costs ₤ 1.50 and a mineral water costs ₤ 1.20. Mineral water isn’t (expensive)
____________________________ tea.
9 My suitcase weights 10 kilos and yours weights 18 kilos. Mine isn’t (heavy)
______________________________ yours.
10 The football match was marvellous. It was much (exciting)
_________________________ I expected.

Solution
1/

1/ It's better ____ I thought.

as

then

than

like

2/ She is _____ in the class.
the best

best

better than

as good as

3/ It was ______ expensive hotel I've ever been to.
More

the more

most

the most

4/ The train is ____ buses.
more expensive

most expensive

the most expensive

more expensive than

bigger than

biger as

dirtier

dirtyer

more quick

most quick

difficulter

the difficultest

5/ China is _____ Italy.
biger than

bigger as

6/ This is the ______ kitchen I've ever seen.
Dirtiest

dirtiest

7/ The plane would be _____ than the train.
more quickly

quicker

8/ It was ____ test I have ever done.
the most hard

the hardest

9/ The red jacket is ________ the blue jacket.

expensiver than

more expensive than

the most expensive

10/ My drink is ________ of all the drinks.
colder than

the coldest

the most cold

2/
1 She is (heavy) heavier than her father.
2 The Amazon river is long, but the Nile’s (long) longer.
3 I’m one of (talented) the most talented writers in the world.
4 Marc is (tall) taller than Lucy.
5 My exam results are (bad) worse than last year.
6 Wow! This is (spicy) the spiciest meal I’ve ever eaten.
7 He’s (young) the youngest student at our school.
8 A tea costs ₤ 1.50 and a mineral water costs ₤ 1.20. Mineral water isn’t (expensive) as
expensive as/more expensive than tea.
9 My suitcase weights 10 kilos and yours weights 18 kilos. Mine isn’t (heavy) as heavy
as/heavier than yours.
10 The football match was marvellous. It was much (exciting) more exciting than I
expected.
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